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Abstract
In this contribution, neural networks are applied to the 5eld of structural engineering. The prediction of the
failure load of a construction is a tedious task if one considers the geometrical imperfections of the construction.
Experiments on models in a laboratory lead to test results. The guaranteed strength of a construction can be
found by searching for a lower bound of the test results. In this contribution, this lower bound is obtained
with neural networks. The method is based on the knowledge of the tolerances on the geometrical features of
the construction.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A common problem faced by an engineer designing a construction is the assessment of the failure
load of that construction. In order to avoid that these design engineers have to perform elaborated
studies themselves before being able to dimension their construction, academics develop design rules.
Structures designed according to these rules should be able to withstand the loads they are exposed
to. Therefore, the design rules are often the result of quite extensive research into the structural
behaviour of the construction.
In the development of these design rules, four phases can be distinguished. We will give a
rough description of them. In the 5rst phase, the construction under consideration is divided into
sub-assemblies and elements. For instance, the load-bearing structural system of a skyscraper might
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be envisaged as a well-organized hierarchical structure of one or more shear walls or rigid cores,
frames composed of beams and columns, slabs, : : : : These simpler sub-assemblies and members are
comprehensible and their structural behaviour can be studied in a straightforward manner during the
second phase of the development of the design rules.
In this phase, scale models are made for each constructional element. The failure load of these
scale models is determined in a laboratory test and this study provides valuable experimental
evidence. Additional data is gathered in the third phase. Finite element (FE) calculations are applied
in almost every branch of engineering to date, and thus also in the 5eld of structural engineering.
FE-calculations of the sub-assemblies and members provide extra data for the development of the
design rule. However, FE-methods cannot replace all laboratory tests since these tests are needed to
validate the FE-calculations.
In the last phase of the development process, the collection of data gathered in the previous phases
is studied. The data form a cloud of points in a diagram showing the failure load as a function of
some geometrical feature of the structural member, and out of this cloud, an analytical relation
between the geometrical features of the sub-assembly and the failure load has to be distilled. This
analytical relation can then be refashioned into a practical design rule.
In this paper, a new method for processing the experimental data is presented. In order to show
its potential capabilities, it is applied to a simply supported beam, a common member in the 5eld
of structural engineering.
2. A simply supported beam
The last phase of the development of a design rule – distillation of an analytical relation out
of experimental data – seems rather simple. A traditional approach would be to use a polynomial
approximation of the experimental results. However, the structural engineering problem is more
complex than it seems because of unavoidable geometrical imperfections. We will explain this by
means of an example of a simply supported beam.
Consider the beam displayed in Fig. 1. This beam is supported at its edges and is loaded with a
concentrated force in the middle of the span. When the load is gradually increased, the beam will
fail at a certain load P. The value of this failure load depends – among other things – on the height
h of the beam. In order to 5nd the relation between the height h and the failure load P – and to
Fig. 1. A simply supported I-beam and its cross-section.
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be able to formulate a design rule – experimental tests should be performed on beams with varying
heights. Each test provides a point in a (h; P) diagram.
Up to this point, we have not taken the geometrical imperfections into account. When constructing
a real structure, its geometry will inevitably deviate from the theoretical design because of imper-
fections. It is for instance impossible to fabricate beams geometrically perfect, i.e. without minor
deviations from the speci5ed dimensions. Suppose that our beam in Fig. 1 has been designed to
have a height h = 100 mm (we call this the nominal height hnom). Since no fabrication process is
perfect, this beam will have a real or true height htrue that di+ers from hnom, e.g. htrue = 101 mm.
After testing this beam, the academic will add a point to his (h; P) diagram, namely the point
(hnom; P) because he does not know the true height. This point however does not represent the
true relation between the height of the beam and the failure load. It means that the data is noisy.
Of course, the amount of noise will be limited since the manufacturers prescribe bounds for the
maximum deviation from the nominal height.
On the basis of these noisy examples, a design rule has to be developed. This seems problematic,
but it is not. Real-life constructions, built on the basis of this design rule will also present unknown
imperfections. That is why we do not want to 5nd the real relation between hnom and P, instead we
want a lower bound for our cloud of noisy experimental results. In other words, we will search for
the maximum load that can be placed safely on a real construction with geometrical imperfections
if only the nominal values of the geometrical quantities are known. To 5nd this lower bound, we
will use neural networks.
As will be explained in this discussion below, this is not a usual task for a neural network.
Neural networks are more frequently applied to 5nd average paths, and not to 5nd lower bounds.
However, the application of neural networks is an ideal solution for this problem. For instance, a
polynomial approximation no longer forms an alternative since we now look for a lower bound
and not an average path. A real alternative is to increase the amount of data by means of validated
FE-calculations. By increasing the data points, the most disadvantageous – with respect to the bearing
capacity of the construction – geometrical imperfection and corresponding failure load can be found.
The disadvantage of these calculations is the amount of CPU time needed. Therefore, the method
presented in this paper is economically more acceptable.
The application of neural networks to structural engineering problems is not new. In the past, it
has already been proven that these networks can be applied successfully in the 5eld of structural
engineering [1–4,11].
It is not within the scope of this paper to give a full explanation of the neural network concept.
For more general information concerning neural networks, we refer for instance to Ref. [6].
3. Lower bound
3.1. I-beam
The method for 5nding a lower bound of test results will be explained by means of our beam
example. Suppose that we have test results for the failure load of scale models at our disposal. This
failure load of the beam will be a monotonic function of the geometrical features h (height of the
section), b (width of Hanges), tf (thickness of Hanges), tw (thickness of web), : : : : These features
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Fig. 2. (a) Relation height–failure load; (b) E+ect of noise on the test results.
of the cross-section are indicated in Fig. 1. For simplicity reasons, we will only change the height
h of the member. The failure load will then increase with increasing height.
The analytical relation between the height and the failure load usually looks like the relation
shown in Fig. 2(a). We can model this relation by considering the problem either as a regression
problem or as a classi5cation problem. Since our ultimate goal is 5nding a network that tells us
whether the pro5le collapses or not, we will deal with the problem as a classi5cation problem with
the two classes “failure” and “non-failure”. Due to unavoidable geometrical imperfections we have
to deal with noisy data and therefore, Fig. 2(b) is a better representation of the actual relation.
In this 5gure the abscissa is the nominal height hnom of the beam and the ordinate is its corre-
sponding failure load P. Again, we can distinguish two main classes, but the hard boundary between
the classes seams to fade away. In order to 5nd an economical but nevertheless safe prediction, we
will look for a lower bound of our test results.
3.2. Finding a lower bound
In general the search for a lower bound with neural networks is not an easy task. A neural network
is an excellent tool to 5nd an average path through the training examples. Therefore, it is obvious
that we will try to reformulate the problem so that the “average” found by the network is in reality
our wanted lower bound. There are two fundamental ways of doing this. In the 5rst way, we have to
5nd the average curve of our training examples and shift this curve downwards so that it becomes a
lower bound (see Fig. 3(a)). The problem with this method is that we are lacking any information
concerning the needed shift. In the second way, we also seek the average curve of our examples but
shift this curve to the right (see Fig. 3(b)). If the curve is monotonically descending then we have
to shift to the left. This time we have information about the needed shift: we know the tolerances on
the height of the beam. To get a shift of the average curve, we will include for every experimental
result (hnom; P) a new 5ctitious result (h5ct ; P) in the training set so that the “average” of these two
results is on the wanted lower bound. If we create for every experimental result such a 5ctitious
result, then the neural network only has to 5nd an average path through the refashioned training set.
And that is what a neural network does best.
So the only quantity that has to be determined is the 5ctitious height h5ct. Suppose the maximum
deviation between hnom and htrue equals y%, then htrue must be in the interval [(1 − y=100)hnom;
(1 + y=100)hnom]. The wanted lower bound consists of points [hnom; P(hmin)] where the failure
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Fig. 3. Two fundamental ways of 5nding a lower bound.
load analytically corresponding to hmin is combined with the nominal height (with hmin we mean
(1 − y=100)hnom). The horizontal distance between the curve that represents the true relation and
this lower bound clearly is (y=100)hnom.
We can now distinguish two cases:
• common case: the experimental results are randomly spread around the curve representing the true
relation. In this case, the average curve through the experimental results coincides with the true
curve, so the 5ctitious height must be (1 + 2y=100)hnom in order to become an average on the
wanted bound.
• extreme case: the imperfections of the scale models were all very high; for every specimen htrue
was equal to hmax. In this case the horizontal distance between the experimental results and the
wanted bound is (2y=100)hnom and so we have to take h5ct = (1 + 4y=100)hnom.
With respect to the problem we are dealing with, we can expect our experimental results to be
distributed in a random way around the average curve. Nevertheless, we have decided to take
h5ct = (1 + 3y=100)hnom in order to produce failure loads that are on the safe side.
3.3. Training and results with backpropagation
To obtain a network that models our lower bound, we use a feedforward neural network with two
input neurons (we take hnom and P as input), a hidden layer with 10 neurons and an output layer
with one neuron. This is a large number of hidden neurons for only two input neurons. However, a
network with this number of hidden neurons provided the best results [8].
The training set contains 80 examples, half of them are situated above the wanted bound, the other
half under the bound. Also a test set is used to determine the performance of the network. This test
set contains 30 examples. Again half of the set is situated above the bound, the other half below
the bound. The used training algorithm is backpropagation, for which the learning rate 	 is given
a value of 0.2. This algorithm is the earliest developed algorithm for adjusting the interconnection
weights of a neural network. A full discussion of this algorithm can be found in Ref. [7].
In the training phase not only the input values have to be fed to the network, also the desired
output or target values have to be determined. For the examples to the left of the bound (belonging
to the class “failure”) a target value of 1 is selected and for the others to the right of the bound
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Fig. 4. The lower bound with backpropagation.
(belonging to the class “non-failure”), the target value is 0. Since we use the sigmoid activation
function for all units, the value of the output unit will always be between 0 and 1. Therefore, we
assume the prediction of the network to be “failure” if the output is in the interval [0; 0:5[ and
“non-failure” if the output is in the interval [0:5; 1].
The training examples to the left of the bound are generated by taking a value of hnom in the
interval [80 mm; 860 mm], adding noise (y = 20%) to this height and calculating a failure load
P – corresponding to this noisy height – with a polynomial of order 3 (as mentioned before, we
will not work with real examples, we generate 5ctitious examples). The generation of the examples
to the right of the bound has already been explained.
Training of the network lasted 30,000 cycles. The trained network produces a correct output for
all training and test examples (i.e. for every example the right class was indicated by the network).
3.4. Visualisation of the lower bound
Since all training and test examples result in a correct output, it seems the network has found
a reasonably good lower bound. However, since we have created our examples ourselves we can
perform an additional check on the performance of the network. Indeed, we can search for each
(training) example to the left of the bound the corresponding height for which the network gives an
output equal to 0:5, meaning that the height then lies on the found lower bound. The result of this
procedure is shown in Fig. 4. In this 5gure, one can see the “experimental results”, the found lower
bound and the ideal lower bound, i.e. the points (hnom; P(hmin)). If we compare the found lower
bound with the ideal one, we see that the network gives an almost perfect bound for a nominal
height up to 760 mm. For larger values of hnom, the bound becomes unsafe. This is a well-known
phenomenon: the results of a neural network tend to be incorrect near the borders of the training
domain [10]. But apart from these borders, we see that the found bound and the ideal bound almost
coincide.
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Fig. 5. The lower bound with scaled conjugate gradient method.
Table 1
The results for both training algorithms
Training algorithm No. Hidden units No. Cycles No. Correct output
Backpropagation 10 30,000 All
Scaled conjugate gradient 3 200 All
3.5. Training and results with scaled conjugate gradient
The results obtained in previous sections with backpropagation are excellent, but they are obtained
after 30 000 cycles. An other kind of training algorithms is supported by the conjugate gradient
methods. The advantage of these methods is that they converge faster than backpropagation [5]. In
this paper, we use a fast kind of conjugate gradient, namely the scaled conjugate gradient method.
For a discussion of this algorithm, we refer to Ref. [9].
In this section, we check whether the advantage of this algorithm also applies to our problem.
This time, we use a network containing an input layer with two neurons, a hidden layer with three
hidden neurons and an output layer with one neuron. The training set and test set are the same
as for the previous network. The used training algorithm is the scaled conjugate gradient method.
Training of the network lasted 200 cycles. For all training and test examples, the network produces
a correct output. Similar to previous section the found lower bound is depicted in Fig. 5. Again, we
see that the network is capable of 5nding an excellent lower bound, except for the borders of the
height domain. The great advantage of this result is of course the fast convergence.
The results for both training algorithms are summarized in Table 1.
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4. Conclusion
It is shown in the present contribution that we have found a method to derive the guaranteed
strength of an I-beam from experimental results. This method has been illustrated for the case of a
monotonically increasing relation between one geometrical feature and the failure load. Also a noise
proportional to the height has been assumed. The proposed method can also be applied in situations
where the relation is monotonically decreasing, or when multiple geometrical features are involved
and when the tolerances for the geometrical features are 5xed values. This demand for a monotonic
relation is not a dramatic restriction since most relations between geometrical parameters and the
failure load are indeed monotonic.
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